S.A.A. SPONSORED
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT WORKSHOP
INTEGRATING ARCHIVAL EDUCATION WITH TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH

Organizers:
DIGITAL CURATION INNOVATION CENTER
HARVARD LIBRARY

AGENDA:
8:30 am: Registration and coffee / snacks
9:00-9:30: Welcome; Orientation to DCIC technical capabilities and future engagement opportunities
9:30-10:30: DCIC D WWII Internment Camps" project -- Bill Underwood
"Mapping Inequality" neighborhood redlining project -- Richard Marciano

Goals:
Developing big cultural datasets appropriate for computational and archival analytics.

Learning Outcomes:
• Digitization
• Optical Character Recognition
• Data Analytics/Data Management
• Geographical Information System referencing
• Python/SQL Programming

10:30-10:45: Break
10:45-11:45: Brainstorming session on the feasibility, goals, and objectives of a cross-community collaboration. Those interested in developing a model for this type of collaboration will establish a framework to move forward.

dcic.umd.edu
@umdDCIC
iszchool.umd.edu
@ISchoolumd

College of Information Studies
4105 Hornbake Library, South Wing
4130 Campus Drive
College Park, MD 20742
301-405-2033
Organizers:

**U. Maryland iSchool/DCIC:**
Michael Kurtz, Bill Underwood, Katrina Fenlon, Richard Marciano

**Harvard Library:**
Daina Bouquin (Space Librarian and Data Scientist)

Attendees:

**Geoff Froh**, Densho.org (Seattle) - Executive Director
**Lori Lindberg**, San Jose State University - LIS Lecturer
**Rachel Trent**, George Washington University Libraries - Digital Services Librarian
**Jane Zhang**, Catholic University of America - Associate Professor
**Chenyue Jiao**, Renmin University of China - Graduate Student
**Kevin Miller**, UC Davis Library - Interim Head of Special Collections & University Archivist
**Brent West**, University of Illinois - Assistant Director for Records and Information Management Services
**Caitlin Coon**, Densho.org (Seattle) - Digital Archivist
**Karen Morse**, University of Rhode Island - Director of Distinctive Collections
**Evelyn Cox**, University of Oklahoma - Graduate Student
**Kathie Schey**, City of Huntington Beach - Historic Resources Board Members
**Hillary Matlin**, Horace Mann School (Bronx, NY) - Archivist
**Jason R. Baron**, DrinkerBiddle (Washington, D.C.) - Of Counsel (former Director of Litigation for NARA)
**Ryan Cox**, Maryland State Archives - Research Archivist
**Jesse Johnston**, Library of Congress - Digital Specialist
**Snowden Becker**, UCLA Department of Information Studies - Moving Image Archive Studies Manager
**Helen Wong Smith**, State Historic Preservation Division - Librarian/Archivist and Executive Director of the Kaua‘i Historical Society